






The metallic A side surface comes 

with an anticathode sandblasting 

coating with the deco of carving 

craft, which is devised through a 

multi-layered, high-precision laser 

etching process, to come out the 

final futuristic armor line contour. 



The Sci-fi illuminated Spectrum Backlight Keyboard, the 
touchpad and the palm rest design represents the theme of 
lighting a path through the darkness with the color 
combination of safety yellow to shadow blue on the C-side. 



In order to make Crosshair Series more powerful and 

to equip with higher TGP watts GPUs, the D-side's 

design is added to facilitate faster heat dissipation. 
Also, for a more cohesive outlook, there are some 

related patterns crafted on it as well. 



12th Gen 14-Core

Core i9/i7
Intel CPU

with Intel® 7 process 

Up to 64GB

DDR4-3200
Dual Channel Memory 

With 2 fans 6 pipes

Cooler Boost 5
thermal solution

redesigned heat pipe & 

MSI thermal grease

to get more airflow & 

lower core temp.

Up to NVIDIA GeForce

RTX 3070 Ti
GPU

Supporting up to 115W+15W 



Instead of simply offering the next generation of powerful Intel 

CPU cores, it’ll offer a mix of both performance and efficiency 

cores. (P-core + E-core up to 14 cores)

ADL is built on enhanced 10nm SuperFin process which Intel 

newly named Intel 7 technology node. This new production is 

to improve power delivery and provide better energy control.

Performance compared to previous gen i7-11800H. Specs varies by model.

45%



Intel’s highest performance core ever, which is optimized 

for the apps require powerful single or limited cores/ 
threads capability and delivers maximum responsiveness . 

Designed for modern multi-tasking optimization and 
efficiently offload background tasks. Even so, the 

computing is still powerful than your imagination.

P Core – Big Heavy Task 
(Gaming / Creative Apps)

E Core – Everyday task 
(Process multi-tasking & background applications)



Intel Thread Director 
Intelligent built directly into the hardware 

and firmware – works directly with OS to 

dynamically schedule & place the right 

thread on the right core at the right time

Hybrid Architecture Design 

Instead of simply offering the next generation of 

powerful Intel CPU cores, it’ll offer a mix of both 

performance and efficiency cores. (P-core & E-core)



*Based on Preliminary Performance Projections, and are subject to change

**Results are based on 3DMark Time Spy Graphics score.

GeForce RTX™ 30 Series are built with Ampere —NVIDIA’s 2nd 
gen RTX architecture - with new RT Cores, Tensor Cores, and 
streaming multiprocessors for the most realistic ray-traced 
graphics and cutting-edge AI features.

NVDIA® GeForce® RTXTM 3070 Ti Laptop GPU 

NVDIA® GeForce® RTXTM 3070 Laptop GPU 

NVDIA® GeForce® RTXTM 3060 Laptop GPU 

NVDIA® GeForce® RTX 2070 SUPERTM Laptop GPU 



A dedicated thermal solution, with 2 fans & 6 pipes, is built 
exclusively for the brand new Crosshair series to unleash the 
complete cooling power for the latest CPU, GPU & memory 
components.

By enlarging the internal diameter of the thermal pipe & 
MSI exclusive thermal grease, this new solution will work 
harmoniously by maximizing 15% of the airflow and reducing 2°C of 

the heat for smooth gaming performance in such compact chassis.

*Condition of MSI exclusive thermal grease:  the average CPU temperature after 4hrs 

Prime95 testing compared to other normal laptop with other thermal grease. 

2 more pipes than AXXX TXF  



• DirectStorage Requirements 

– Minimum NVMe SSD read speed of 2.5GB/s

– 1TB or more storage space

– DirectX 12 Ultimate Compatible

MSI laptop Users can check whether their storage has support 

DirectStorage in our MSI Center. If their models support, a note will be 

shown under the SSD Statues & Storage Statues in System Diagnosis.

DirectStorage streamlines the way game data gets processed 

by eliminating bottleneck in bandwidth & have direct 

communication via Graphic Card and Storage devices.

It aims to reduce game load times and support the huge 

open world games of our dreams , ensuring texture data et al 

gets streamed into the world way beyond your vision.

Notice: The new feature needs to be supported by the games built in DirectStorge API.  



QHD 1440p display delivers 1.77 times pixel density than FHD to see more 

details and magnificent vison. The powerful RTX 30 graphics give sufficient 

performance backup to break high resolution game fps ceiling ever.

Also, It has an incredibly fast response time and a whopping 165Hz refresh 

rate to deliver a smooth and responsive gaming experience.

*Optional



MSI has designed a gamer’s choice of keyboard which is built on 

a solid metal shielding & equip with 1.7mm key travel for better 
responsive, tactile feedback, and more reliability.



•
ESC

*Launch key:  [Up] FN+ Coolerboost / [Down] FN+ Crosshair / [Left] FN+ Media Play/Pause / [Right] FN+ Display Off





Get the mighty performance out of your laptop with 

support of the latest DDR4-3200 memory. 

Power 

*Dual channel performance test by AIDA64. Performance may vary by system setting and configuration .
**Optional. Actual specification may vary by configurations.



The latest Wi-Fi 6 features 802.11ax standards and 
3x faster than Wi-Fi 5, designed to deliver the 
lightning fast gameplay, the best streaming, and 
the most immersive communication experience. 

Standard Wi -F i  5 (2x2  /  80M Hz  /  802 .11ac )

Wireless  Wi -F i  5 (2x2  /  160M Hz/  802 .11ac Wav e 2)

Intel  AX201 (2x2  /  160MHz /  802 .11ax)



Nahimic audio software is a high-

definition sound technology that 

boosts your MSI computer's audio 

and voice performance. 

Positions each sound of your game with 
surgical precision and recreates a 
multichannel experience on your stereo device

Precise Sound Positioning

All of the incredible Nahimic effects are 

available on almost all the input and 
output devices/interfaces.

Maximum Compatibility 

Nahimic Sound Sharing Plus lets you share your 
laptop sound to multiple devices. 

Enjoy Sound Sharing Plus



The speaker tuning engine dynamically tunes the 
audio to ensure that vibration and distortion 
don’t limit your ability to increase the volume 
and still hear crystal clear.

Ears have different shape and size therefore perceptions of 
surround sound are different. The new Nahimic
Surround Personalization helps find the best match for your 
unique hearing.

Benefits for user :

• No conflict between visual 

(video/ game) and audio 

sound. The sound come from 

where you see.

• Feel an amazing  

immersion adapted                  

to your ears

NEW



24KHz / 8bit

MP3 AUDIO

44KHz / 16bit

CD AUDIO
192KHz / 24bit

HI-RES AUDIO

Immerse yourself in lossless music and 

enjoy the premium sound quality with 

Hi-Resolution Audio. Experience and 

listen to audio the way it was intended.





UI Design

Smarter, Faster, More Personal

• New Curve Angles

• Light/Dark Theme Switch

• Feature Sets Design

General Settings Useful Features Intelligent Coming

• Monitor 

• User Scenario

• Gaming Mode

• Gaming Highlights

• MSI Sound Tune

(Noise Cancellation)

• Smart Image Finder

• Intelligent Mode

• Ambient Silence



When most of the system optimization requires 

manual adjustment, MSI tries to have things simpler. 

Sometimes you won’t know what you really need, 

but our intelligent technology will always be your 

strong backing to lead you on the right way.

Intelligent Technologies:

Intelligent Mode
Detect apps & system status 
auto switch on suitable modes

Ambient Silence
Detect the ambient noise & 
adjust the fan speed sound 

It’s Time To Hand-Off

The Cleverest Gaming Laptop Ever
AI

Be Ingenious with MSI.
Let The Intelligent PC Makes It Simpler

*This intelligent function will be enabled in MSI Center by March 2022.



Immerse Anywhere
No Matter What App You Used

Power-Saving Effectiveness

Maximization

Lift Up Performance
As You Really Need It

Auto-enable power-saving 

when system low battery 

(which can be defined by 

user)

Always too late or even no 

awareness of enabling 

power-saving function 

when low battery.

Automatically start up the 

highest horsepower when 

high performance 

demanding app launches.

Troublesome to switch to 

Extreme Performance 

before launching game 

(default is balanced) 

Every App (e.g. Netflix, 

games) fits a best sound 

equalizer, but you probably 

always choose one. 

System auto-detect the 

apps you used and tune 

up the best EQ for it.

Conventional silent is to 

restrain the fan speed and 

power, but you can get 

more via AI.

Fan speed dB is always 

lower than ambient noise.  

PC can release more power 

when you’re in loud space. 

Of course, it’s still silent.



Play Mobile Games as Console with Controller 

Console Mode provides console-like experience to 
laptop with intuitive design for mainstream game 
(wireless) controllers.

Play smart up to 240Hz FPS

Offering a seamless gaming quality up to 

240Hz support between mobile and PC.

Playing Great in the living room 

Console mode rather provides a native 

controller behavior, which is the best solution 

for playing mobile games in the living room. 

Multi-play at the same time

Easy to open the Multi-instance function 

when users’ are playing in console mode 

with 2 monitors. They can play multiple 

games at the same time.





*Optional



Crosshair 17 Specification

Processor 12th Gen. Intel® Core™ i9/i7 Processor

Graphics

NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3070 Ti Laptop GPU 8GB GDDR6 (115W + 25W)

NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3070 Laptop GPU 8GB GDDR6 (115W + 25W)

NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3060 Laptop GPU 6GB GDDR6 (115W + 25W)

Display 17.3" FHD (1920*1080), 360Hz, close to 100%sRGB

Memory DDR4-3200, 2 Slot, Max 64GB

Storage Up to 2 x NVMe PCIe Gen4 SSD

Webcam HD type (30fps@720p)

Keyboard Spectrum Backlight Gaming Keyboard 

Communication Intel® Wi-Fi 6 AX201 + Bluetooth 5.2

Connectivity
1x  Type-C USB3.2 Gen1, 2x  Type-A USB3.2 Gen1, 1x Type-A USB2.0, 

1x  RJ45,  1x HDMI (4K@60Hz), 1x  Audio combo jack

Audio 2x 2W Speaker, Hi-Res Audio Certified, Nahimic

Adapter / 
Battery

240W AC adapter  /  4-Cell, 90Whr  (RTX3070 & RTX3070Ti) ; 

3-Cell 53.5Whr

Dimension/ 
Weight

398mm (W) x 273mm (D) x 27.2mm (H) / 2.8 kg 

*Final design and spec are subject to change, the specs may vary by countries & Quotation.



Crosshair 15 Specification

Processor 12th Gen. Intel® Core™ i7 Processor

Graphics

NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3070 Ti Laptop GPU 8GB GDDR6 (115W + 25W)

NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3070 Laptop GPU 8GB GDDR6 (115W + 25W)

NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3060 Laptop GPU 6GB GDDR6 (115W + 25W)

Display 15.6” QHD, 165Hz, IPS-level display, 100% DCI-P3

Memory DDR4-3200, 2 Slot, Max 64GB

Storage Up to 2 x NVMe PCIe Gen4 SSD

Webcam HD type (30fps@720p)

Keyboard Spectrum Backlight Gaming Keyboard 

Communication Intel® Wi-Fi 6 AX201 + Bluetooth 5.2

Connectivity
1x  Type-C USB3.2 Gen1, 2x  Type-A USB3.2 Gen1, 1x Type-A USB2.0, 

1x  RJ45,  1x HDMI (4K@60Hz), 1x  Audio combo jack

Audio 2x 2W Speaker, Hi-Res Audio Certified

Adapter / 
Battery

240W AC adapter  /  4-Cell, 90Whr  (RTX3070 & RTX3070Ti) ; 

3-Cell 53.5Whr (RTX3060)

Dimension/
Weight

359mm (W) x 259mm (D) x 26.9mm (H) / 2.47kg 

*Final design and spec are subject to change, the specs may vary by countries & Quotation.



Intel® Extreme Masters 

Certified PCTech meets Aesthetic


